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The difference between school and life…. 

In school, you’re taught a lesson and then given a test. 
In life, you’re given a test that teaches you a lesson. 

 
I thought this message was worth sharing from a TOPS Oklahoma newsletter 

 
Football, Fall & Frenzy :      It's that time of year where we can eat mindlessly. 
FOOTBALL, whether it's college, or pro... food is in abundance. FALL, all those 
wonderful seasonal smells can wreak havoc on our senses. FRENZY, that's what 
we don't want at this time. Now is the time we have to be mindful of the food 
settings before us. (The holiday season isn't too far away.) When preparing for all 
out frenzy food. Make it nutritional. Nobody needs to know how healthy you 
prepared it. Or take veggie & fruit trays. We can enjoy and celebrate get-
togethers without stuffing ourselves and blowing our goals. • Know your limit • 
Stop before you get full • Drink water • Be a social butterfly • Don't stand/hang 
around the buffet table.  Always keep in mind that the scale will be waiting for 
each of us that following week. Our main celebration should be our lifestyle 
change. Not repeating a yo-yo. So be mindful. We're almost in the last quarter of 
the year. Are you where you want to be?  No celebration is more important than 
the celebration of meeting our goals along our journey.  

Gail and I will be having an inspiration workshop on Saturday, October 
8th at the Faith Chapel Assemblies of God, 340 Pleasant Street. 
Bridgewater, MA. The cost is $3.00 per person. Registration 8:45 AM-
9:15 AM. Program starts at 9:30 – 1:30. We are still working on the 
details. I am sure it will be informative and fun. If you attended our 
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last workshop on May 14th be sure and fill out the weight slip if you 
had a loss or KOPS at or below goal.  
 
By the time you read this the 12 week contests for Fall Rally will 
be over.  Be sure to get your paperwork in on time. You can get 

copies on matops.com if you need them. 
Saturday, October 22nd at the beautiful Double Tree Inn 99 Erdman 

Way, Leominster, MA 01453 
Hosted by MA 439 Taunton 

 
Chapter #123 Middleboro had on no gainer week when they 

weighed in on August 24th.    Weigh-to-go 
                                    E-mail with your chapter news. 

                                        WEIGHT LOSS CHALLENGE 

Weight loss competitions are a good was to motivate people to lose 
weight. However, going strictly by pounds lost is not fair to all 
participants. We will be calculating an average percent weight loss 
among chapter teams. 

 This is volunteer only….any number of members from a chapter can 
participate.  

•  Rules:  every participant puts in $1.00 and I will match money received. The first 
weigh-in will be the first week of January 2017 and the last weigh-in will be the 
last week of June 2017 

• I will Subtract each person's ending weight from their start weight to calculate the number of 
pounds lost. As an example, if one member started as 180 pounds and weighed 160 pounds at 
the end of the competition, he or she would have lost 20 pounds. 

• Divide each person's weight loss by their original weight, and then multiply by 100 to calculate 
the percentage. In the example, the 180-pound member, who lost 20 pounds, would have lost 
11.1 percent. 



• Average each team's weight loss percentage by adding the members' percentages and dividing 
by the number of members. As an example, if one team had members losing 11, 10, 20, 15 and 
22 percent, you would total those figures to produce 78, and then divide by five. This results in 
an average weight loss of 15.6 percent. Repeat this calculation for each team. 

• January send me the names of participants and their beginning weight plus $1.00 for each 
member 

• End of June send me the names and their ending weight. 

• I will do all the calculations and visit the winning chapter along with their winnings!!!!!! 

• Any questions just e-mail me. 

Thought for the month:                     What is Life? 

They say it is from B to D, from birth to death, 

But what’s between B and D? 

It’s a C what is a C? 

It is a choice. 

Our life is a matter of choices, Live well and it will never go wrong. 


